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The convicts were, generally speaking, from the lowest rungs of the English social ladder, who were used to
living hard lives and settling disputes with their fists. De Vlamingh replaced Hartog's pewter plate and then
charted Christmas Island on his return trip. A Dutch East India Company merchant ship. Read a biography of
James Cook. Fransisco Pelsaert returned in the ship Sardam and rescued the survivors of the Batavia mutiny
November: Wouter Loos and Jan Pelgrom De Bye--two of the mutineers of the Batavia mutiny--were taken in
a small boat to the mouth of the Hutt River on the mainland and were left with equipment, but to fend for
themselves, as punishment for their role in the mutiny. Following the crisis, the anthropologist Donald
Thomson was dispatched by the government to live among the Yolngu. These sailors explored the western
side of Cape York, in the Gulf of Carpentaria. Phillip therefore sailed northward on January 21 and entered a
superb harbour, Port Jackson , which Cook had marked but not explored. National Library of Australia, nla. A
smallpox epidemic was recorded near Sydney in , which wiped out about half the Aborigines around Sydney.
Wikimedia commons. The Dreaming established the laws and structures of society and the ceremonies
performed to ensure continuity of life and land. Crisis threatened at once. Even worse, smallpox, measles,
influenza and other new diseases swept from one Aboriginal camp to another Question: Why couldn't the
Europeans make Australia like England? Over the next three years Flinders proved equal to this task. His crew
built a longboat--the Sloepie --the first European sailing vessel built in Australia. European settlement The
British government determined on settling New South Wales in , and colonization began early in 
Transportation to New South Wales ended in , by which time the colony was well established as the home of
free people. The motives for this move have become a matter of some controversy. Phillip remained as
governor until December , seeing New South Wales through its darkest days. Although Tasmanian history is
amongst the most contested by modern historians, conflict between colonists and Aborigines was referred to in
some contemporary accounts as the Black War. They reached Batavia in it. With American independence, a
new convict settlement was needed, and Botany Bay sounded just about right, although nearby Sydney Cove
turned out to be more suitable for building a settlement. It is often said the James Cook discovered Australia.
The natives were hunter-gatherers who had made no attempt to cultivate the land or build settled communities,
so there was no infrastructure to take over or imitate. The first Europeans to discover Australia arrived in the s.
Aboriginal peoples were hunters and ate the animals they caught, they were also gatherers of plants that could
be eaten. Evidence of Aboriginal art in Australia can be traced back some 30, years. This is NOT true. These
Islanders and the Aboriginal peoples in Northern Australia made rafts and canoes and travelled across rivers
and across the sea. There were no obvious natural resources that anyone would want to exploit and send back
to England. Bungaree accompanied the explorer Matthew Flinders on the first circumnavigation of Australia.
He saw Aborigines, their huts and tools. How did the Aboriginal peoples live? Cook landed several times,
most notably at Botany Bay and at Possession Island in the north, where on August 23 he claimed the land,
naming it New South Wales. A Perfect Colony? The Landing of the Convicts at Botany Bay Staying On In
Australia, discipline was often harsh, although there were other colonies, such as nearby Norfolk Island, where
life was even tougher due to the brutality of the regime. Aboriginal art is believed to be the oldest continuing
tradition of art in the world. In , Swiss civil servant and entrepreneur Jean-Pierre Purry went as far as to warn
the VOC governors not to let their emotions hinder what was a logical place to settle: It is only one third as far
as from here to our Cape. The Founding of Australia. It was on the northern coast, from Arnhem Land to Cape
York Peninsula , that more exploration was needed. People appear to have arrived by sea during a period of
glaciation, when New Guinea and Tasmania were joined to the continent. Although the convicts were often
tough people, and were transported for having committed offences, many of the crimes would strike us today
as being mild in the extreme.


